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Northwest of Storm Lake

5/17/16

Past Weeks Rainfall .1 to 1 inch

Soil Moisture Top soil is starting to improve in areas with good drainage, subsoil is saturated.

Temperature Cool, 4 inch soil temps running in the 50’s

Crop Progress Corn planting is wrapping up and soybean planting is full speed

Corn Soybeans

Crop Stage  90% planted, 50% emergence Crop Stage  15% planted

Yield Potential Average Yield Potential Average

Corn Market Soybean Market

Current Prices 3.53 Current Prices 9.90

Fall Prices 3.59 Fall Prices 9.97

Past Weeks Trend Higher Past Weeks Trend Higher
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Comments:
This week will be the driest we’ve had for over a month, which is very much needed. Some areas have received
over 6 inches of rain in the past 30 days. Temperatures are still cool for this time of year. This has turned into a
very challenging planting season.

 
Corn emergence is slow and inconsistent, especially in areas with long term saturated soils or hard packed soil.
Cold, wet, and compacted soils are a bad combination. There are also areas with good drainage or less rain that
are in fairly good shape. The early planted corn has been in the ground for a month now, and some of it has still
not emerged. Some fields or parts of fields will need to be replanted. If the corn stand is reduced but somewhat
uniform many will live with the stand instead of replanting. Corn planted in the last half of May is expected to yield
15% to 25% less on average, but every year is different. Some tough decisions to make in the next two weeks.

 
Soybean planting is accelerating where the ground is dry enough. Soybeans are even less suited than corn for
cool wet soil, so we are not off to the best start on them either.

Chad Husman

Crop Update Archives – Please click on the links below to view the 2016 pdf’s or click the green button for our
Northwest Archives page

Northwest Crop Conditions Archives

5-10-16

4-28-16

4-18-16

4-4-16
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